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Veterinary Anatomy & Physiology: A Clinical Laboratory Manual, 2E is the ideal lab manual for

veterinary technology and pre-veterinary medicine students who possess a basic knowledge of

biology. It is the only comparative veterinary anatomy and physiology manual that covers cat

dissection, sheep heart, brain and eye, and the pig's kidney. Veterinary Anatomy & Physiology: A

Clinical Laboratory Manual, 2E also covers the muscular, digestive, respiratory, cardiovascular,

urinary, reproductive, endocrine and nervous systems, as well as the skeletal anatomy of many

species and the histology of tissues. This book's introduction to laboratory equipment and

techniques will prepare readers for lab work. Each chapter includes a physiology experiment to help

illustrate some of the principles of physiology covered in the lecture portions of the course

instruction.
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This book was an absolute life saver! I am taking distance learning classes for a degree as a

Veterinary Technician and one disadvantage is that we don't have the actual hands on lab classes

for dissection. This book helps us in giving a visual on what we are learning in the Anatomy and

Physiology classes and definitely helped me prepare a lot better for upcoming exams.The person

that wrote the review about this book being completely incorrect and full of wrong information was

seriously mislead and I believe has wasted money in taking that class that he/she was in. In making



the comment that the "author doesn't even know what digit the horse walks on" proves that they and

especially the instructor do not know what they were talking about as the book was correct in what I

had learned before receiving this book.I definitely recommend this book to anyone taking any kind

of anatomy classes for animals and most especially for those taking distance learning classes and

don't have the advantage of having a college nearby that offers those classes in order to get true

hands on. Distance learning is still a very credible way of learning and is proving to be quite intense

so far, you definitely still learn a lot.

This book was required for the vet tech program I was in. It had a number of helpful pictures and

diagrams. I would definitely recommend using more than one book for A&P, but this was is a good

one to have on hand.

I bought this book in hopes of supplementing the poorly illustrated manual we are already using.

The photographs of the dissections in this manual are small and poor in quality as well. The pictures

are too dark and small to decipher anything. To try to use this maual to teach is not possible. There

is no way a student could use these pictures for reference to either learn from or to study from. If

you are looking for a lab manual where you want students to actually be able to SEE what they

should be looking at, this is NOT it.

I bought a used book but it was in excellent condition. The book looked brand new! No pencil marks

or any signs of use.The book looked brand new!

This manual has very poor illustrations and photos that are hard to see and understand. Laboratory

exercises are inconsise and confusing... As a student, I did not find this manual useful. Avoid using

it if you can.

Color pictures could be brighter. They are hard to see without enlarging and going as bright as you

can on your screen, in order to see the details.
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